
 
 
 

Being a Kelvin Valley & Falkirk (KVF) LEADER  
Local Action Group (LAG) Member 

 
Background: 
1. There will be at most 21 LAG members, with at least 51% being ‘community/business’ 

members (eg  from a geographic community, community of interest, community 
organisation, business person, land manager, farmer etc) and no more than 49% from the 
public sector / agencies (eg Local Authorities, Community Planning Partnerships, Scottish 
Enterprise, Visit Scotland, SNH, Forestry Commission Scotland, Business Gateway etc). 
 

2. The LAG will be chaired by a community/business member who will act as an independent 
member.   
 

3. The LAG, through the Chair, is supported by a team of paid staff who are employed by 
Falkirk Council and based at Falkirk Stadium, Suite 2B, 4 Stadium Way, Falkirk, FK2 9EE . 
 

4. The KVF LAG is intended to be a strong autonomous partnership, responsible for making its 
own decisions and overseeing the implementation of the KVF Local Development Strategy.   
It will be responsible for reporting on achievements to the wider community and to the EU 
(via the Scottish Government, who are the “managing authority” for LEADER). 
 

5. The Kelvin Valley and Falkirk LEADER Programme area is geographically large, covering 
parts of rural East Dunbartonshire, North Lanarkshire and Falkirk.  LAG members will come 
from across the eligible area, and LAG meetings will take place in different locations 
across the area. 
 

6. The role of a LAG member is both rewarding and demanding. It offers the privilege of 
influencing rural development in the KVF LEADER area. There are LAG meetings at least 
every three months, and sometimes additional short-life ‘sub LAG’ meetings that require 
LAG volunteers. A LAG meeting will usually last two hours, and will take up more of your 
time once you factor in travel and preparation. Preparatory reading requires internet 
access, and will take anything from an evening to a day to consider properly the 
applications received (depending on the number of projects there are for consideration). 
 

7. The Kelvin Valley and Falkirk Local Development Strategy for the 2014-2020 KVF LEADER 
Programme has been approved by the Scottish Government. It was developed over a 
twelve month period with wide community and agency input. It sets the strategic 
direction, and will be reviewed and developed by the LAG over the lifetime of the 
Programme. 
 

8. The LAG will consider project grant applications at LAG meetings, and sometimes by email 
between meetings. The LAG can also develop and commission projects itself. 
 

9. There will be training available on being a LAG member; on the use of the Scotland-wide 
LEADER on-line ‘LARC’ system; on the LEADER Programme 2014-2020, as well as the 
opportunity to attend workshops, conferences and project celebrations. LAG members will 
be able to refer to the LAG Member Handbook, and Code of Conduct.    
 

10. There is a stated aim of recruiting a LAG in which there is an appropriate balance of age, 
gender and geographical spread; as well as the spread of desirable skills/knowledge. The 



equalities, skills and geographic balance will be reviewed annually. 
 

11. Attendance at LAG meetings is voluntary and unpaid, however attendance is expected 
where possible to ensure that applications are fully considered. Expenses will be 
reimbursed. 

 
The main Responsibilities of a LAG member are to: 
12. Be responsible for the delivery and implementation of the KVF LEADER Local Development 

Strategy across the LEADER area.   
 

13. Act as an ambassador for KVF LEADER, promoting its opportunities, encouraging 
applications, developing LAG led projects and sharing its achievements.   

 
14. Follow the LAG member Code of Conduct which includes declaring any interest in and 

absenting oneself from project discussions in which you have an interest, and respecting 
LAG, project and business confidentiality. 
 

The main Tasks of a LAG member are to: 
15. Monitor the implementation of the Programme as a whole. 

 
16. Ensure that a fair and transparent appraisal system is followed for applications for LEADER 

project funding. 
 
17. Read project applications and supporting documentation prior to a LAG meeting. 
 
18. Submit a ‘score’ for each application (against set criteria) via website, prior to the LAG 

meeting. 
 
19. Attend the LAG meeting, take part in project application discussions, vote on whether 

they should be approved for LEADER funding, and if there are to be specific conditions, 
develop what these conditions might be. 

 
20. Ensure that project monitoring is undertaken, which at times may mean volunteering to 

attend LEADER project events and opening celebrations. 
 
Knowledge, Skills and Experience required are to: 
21. Approach the role in a fashion that uses your skills as someone who 

- can approach discussion and decisions from a LAG-wide perspective 
- uses their experience of economic/community development; of the Strategic Themes, 
and of the rural KVF area (see Essential Skills in attached Skills Checklist). 
 

22. Bring your knowledge and experience of living and/or working in the KVF LEADER area to 
the role (see Desirable Skills in attached Skills Checklist). Selection of who becomes a LAG 
member will be based on the Skills Matrix to ensure that as a group, the LAG brings the 
required range of skills to the table. 

 
23. Listen to other people’s points of view, and reach a consensus decision. 

 
 

More details, including the Local Development Strategy and Business Plan are available on our 
website: www.kvfleader.org.uk. 

http://www.kvfleader.org.uk/
http://www.kvfleader.org.uk/

